April 5, 2019

This document describes software package upgrade for WV-ASE231, Facial_Recognition_System_for Video Insight.

Panasonic Corporation
1. Release version： 2.00
2. Release Note Reference Number： FR_for_VI_003

WV-ASE231_for VI, Release Note
VER
(ActiveX VER)

Priority Rank
Level

Release Date
Ａ Ｂ Ｃ Ｕ

1.00
July, '18

Issue (Phenomenon)

Correspondence

Occurrence condition

1st release.
Operation may not be able to done by scrolling face search
result at Face search tab of Face search monitor function,
repeatedly.
Display only 100 attribute information (from old one) instead
of displaying up to 1,000 in the list of registered faces, and
unable to edit the 101th and newer registered faces (no
problems on 101th and newer face matching alarm
notifications).

x

x

1.02
Dec., '18

Contents

Priority Rank Level
A: Recommend to apply (Major or serious update)
B: When issue happened
C: Maintenance timing
U: Function /Performance improvement (Not Necessary to update)

While using with WV-ASE231W.

Fixed.

1. On version 1.00.
2. Using with WV-ASE231W and WV-ASF900.
Note: Nothing problem combination with WVASE231W and WV-ASF950.

Fixed.

A face image managed by a slave server may not be
displayed.

Fixed.
On WV-ASE 231W is used, WV-ASF 950 is
configured as master / slave server and encryption
Name of realtime alarm and remarks on second unts (and function is enabled.
Fixed.
after) may not displayed properly.

x
B
x
x

-

-

Added display of category name and color of person registered on alarm popup.

x

-

-

Added a function to show remarks on tooltip by mouse-over the alarm popup
window.

x

-

-

Added attribute information of registered persons and remarks on the HTML output
of alarm history.

1.03
Apr., '18

U

x

-

-

Improved the GUI for product registration.

2.00
Aug., '19

U

x

-

-

Supported a new function, Unregistered Face Detection, on WV-ASF950 Ver2.00.
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